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RED ZONES
Red Zones takes viewers on a journey into the heart of the world’s last remaining 
untamed frontiers. Despite the rapidly developing modern world, there are still 
fragile territories which defy development and continue to operate outside of law 
and order. However the prohibited practices and illicit economies that are fueling 
these hidden worlds are also destroying them and the people who habit them. 
Through intimate and unfiltered access, this series will meet the heroes, villains 
and victims who struggle to survive, protect and profit off the dark side of the map.

4x60 | Producer: Frederick Gillingham | In Production

MISSION TO COLLISION
In this access led documentary series, we see how truckers transport the most 
perishable local products. Their speed, determination and high risk on the country’s 
most dangerous roads has earned them the nickname ‘The Flying Trucks’. The  
pilot episode follows drivers and characters on two routes in Kenya from Meru 
to Nairobi and from Meru to Lamu, large distances that require both speed and 
stamina.

4x60‘ | Producer: Afrika Live Media | In Production

ENTER AT YOUR OWN RISK
Enter At Your Own Risk is a captivating series that takes its audience to some of the 
world‘s most dangerous places, offering an intimate glimpse into the lives of those 
who call these places home. Each episode provides unparalleled access to the 
residents, unveiling their stories from within. Every year, countless tourists venture 
to far-flung exotic destinations spanning South Africa, Asia, and South America. 
These travellers temporarily escape their bustling lives to bask in the sun, surf, and 
booze, often oblivious to the danger lurking just a stone‘s throw away.

1x60‘ | Producer: Joel Ross | In Production
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MISSING PRESUMED DEAD
In ‘Missing, Presumed Dead’, we hear the fascinating, shocking stories of real 
people’s disappearances from their own points of view. Each episode focuses on 
one unbelievable True Crime story. These stories will be told through a combination 
of cinematically-shot interviews with the missing person, their family and friends, 
and experts in abduction, identity fraud and survival techniques, as well as archive 
footage of news reports documenting the disappearance, home videos and photos, 
and stock footage to recreate key moments and build atmosphere.

10x60‘ | Producer: Spirit Media | Broadcaster: A&E UK | In Production

DANGEROUS JOURNEYS: TANZANIA
Deep in the heart of Tanzania... lies the country’s most dangerous road. Every day 
it is a risky race for trucks, buses and passenger cars, at any cost. Whether with 
trucks or fully loaded tankers, dangerous passing maneuvers are the rule, not the 
exception. Signs for “No Overtaking” - are understood from the young drivers as 
a recommendation and not as a regulation. The most dangerous section of the 
road, the Kitonga, is just eight kilometers long but the gradient is extreme and the 
abyss is deep ...

1x60‘ | Producer: Maximus Films | Production Year: 2023

WILD CATS
Wild Cats will take you on a journey through sub-Saharan Africa to the jungles of 
India and over the snow-covered mountains of North America to the magnificent 
Amazon Rainforest. There you will come face to face with both the big and small 
cats these beautiful continents have to offer.

3x60‘ | Producer: Big Media | Broadcaster: Discovery Asia | Production Year: 2023
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POVERTY IN PARADISE
Las Vegas - casinos, sunshine, parties and a homeless epidemic like no other. 
People of all walks of life flock to sin city in search of fortune, easy cash, and a new 
life. However, few manage to ever hit the jackpot and many end up losing the lives 
they once had. Ignored, outcast, and constantly in a battle between police and 
local residents, the homeless community of Vegas face a daily struggle to survive. 
Poverty in Paradise investigates the realities behind living rough in one of the 
world‘s most iconic cities.

1x60‘ | Producer: New Take Films and Green Panda Productions | Production year: 2023

MOST DANGEROUS 
RESCUES IN THE WORLD
This series offers an in-depth look at some of the world’s most remarkable rescue
missions, both those that are familiar and others that flew under the radar but
are no less incredible. Whether it’s being saved from a tsunami, dragged from a
ferocious fire or a plane that has crashed in the middle of the ocean. This series will
recount these extraordinary tales in a way that has never been done before. Each
episode features a variety of five to six different dangerous rescues that have been
caught on camera.

1x60‘ | Producer: MiddleChild | Production year: 2023

THE WORLD‘S 
MOST MYSTERIOUS PLACES
In this series, we reveal and uncover the strangest, eye-opening events using first-
hand witness testimony and experts to unravel each peculiar act and incredible 
story. From mysterious sightings and weird occurrences to miracle acts and 
convention busting myths that shock as much as they intrigue...

1x60‘ | Producer: Vachler Art Company | Production year: 2022
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CRISIS IN COCAINE VALLEY
Whether peasant families, couriers, mercenaries or drug lords - they have been living 
off one thing for decades: cocaine. In the Peruvian Andes, deep in the rainforest, 
is the „Cocaine Valley“ - the largest production site of the drug in the world. Every 
month, 200 laboratories produced several tons of the coveted drug. Then came 
Covid... with far-reaching consequences as cocaine has been threatened with 
extinction ever since.

1x60‘ | Producer: Maximus Film | Broadcaster: Viaplay | Production year: 2022

SUPERCAR TECH
Supercars combine engineering, science, and art into a single high-performance 
lust-worthy package. Sexy, fast and full of the latest technological feats. Yet, what 
if we could deconstruct them and trace the evolution of the Supercar genre from 
its primordial form through its latest and greatest state-of-the-art carbon fibre, 
hybridized variants while highlighting the crucial technology that transforms 
motorized carriages into rocket ships for the road?

5x60‘ | Producer: Cry Havoc | Broadcaster: Discovery Asia | Production year: 2022

BEYOND BORDERS
Beyond Borders - Inside American Immigration is a compelling and heart-stopping
documentary series about ICE - Immigration and Customs Enforcement. With
exclusive access to ICE/ERO during the last year of Trump’s presidency the series
captures in gripping detail the high stakes game of cat and mouse played out
every day across America between law enforcement and those regarded as foreign
criminals evading justice. Revealing the real challenges beyond the US borders.

5x60‘ | Producer: Penninsula | Broadcaster: RTL Germany | Production year: 2022
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ILLEGAL GOLD
Illegal Gold provides exclusive access to the first and only military brigade in the 
world whose sole mission is combating illegal mining. This unit of the Colombian 
Army fights an enemy that has no boundaries and who devistates the environment 
with a speed and magnitude never before seen.

1x60‘ | Producer: MAZDOC | Production year: 2023
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